More freedom to
work your way

See how far the evolved GN 9120 will take you

Global innovator in headsets

When was the last time you
had only one thing to do?
You’re working faster and trying to accomplish more. Like solving problems down
the hall and interacting with everyone around you. And while most technology has
evolved to meet your changing needs, your phone has not. It still ties you to your
desk with a cord that’s holding you back in more ways than one.
What you need is an evolved communications solution that helps you keep the
pace. The evolved GN 9120 headset gives you full wireless freedom to move about
the office, yet still keeps you in touch. With an incredible range of up to 150 m1,
up to 12 hours of talk time and a host of dazzling features, the GN 9120 lets you
get more done. What’s more, you can now accessorize your GN 9120 with even
more features and functionality!

150 m

Raised volume and multifunction buttons make the
headset even easier to use!

Wireless ) Mobility ) Freedom )

What boom arm is right for you?
The GN 9120 comes with your choice of a microphone boom arm. Choosing the boom is
mainly about personal preference, but also depends if you’re in a quieter or noisier office
environment.

Midi boom

Micro boom

Flex boom

Unobtrusive and compact.
• Great in private or quiet office
environments.
• Noise-filtering microphone with
excellent sound transmission.

Discreet and sleek.
• Great for typical open office
environments.
• Standard microphone with
excellent sound transmission.

Flexible and personal.
• Great for open, loud office
environments.
• Noise-cancelling microphone with
excellent noise reduction.

What wearing style
suits you today?
The GN 9120 offers both the headband and
the earhook wearing styles. And, you can
change wearing styles as often as you wish!
Naturally, both wearing styles are yours no
matter which boom you choose.

Headband

Earhook

• The discreet, over-the-head
wearing solution.

• The light and comfortable
on-the-ear wearing style.

Why not accessorize your
GN 9120 and be even more
productive?
GN 1000
Adding the GN 1000 Remote
Handset Lifter to your GN 9120
gives you the convenience of
remote call answering/ending.
Now you can answer/end calls
away from your desk, no matter
where in the office your work
and wireless headset take you!

Extra headset
To use with your primary GN 9120 unit, you can get an
extra GN 9120 headset. The extra headset can be loaned
to colleagues or guests to join in on conference calls.

Experience the benefits
of a wireless headset

Charger base
The GN 9120’s charger-only base unit (GN 9160) can be
set up in a meeting room or other location. Ideal when
multiple headsets are used with a single base unit. It’s
the perfect place to charge or store an extra conference
calling or guest headset!

Mobility
With the wireless GN 9120 you can move up to 150 m1
away from your desk during a call! Walk about, share
and refine your ideas or retrieve materials. And, with up
to a 12-hour talk time, you won’t be held back.

Efficiency
The GN 9120 frees your hands for multi-tasking and
gives you a host of unique benefits like fully mobile
conference calling. Work your way, multiply your
productivity.

Ergonomics
Don’t sacrifice personal comfort when talking on the
phone. The GN 9120 lets you say goodbye to aching
muscles and neck strain caused by propping a telephone handset between your head and shoulders.

Security
Featuring a multi-layered security system, the GN 9120
gives you complete peace of mind. Its signal “hops”
(90 times/second) and voice encryption means security
so tight no one will eavesdrop on your calls.

Efficiency ) Professionalism ) Security )

Thinking on your feet
What inspires you? Talking to people around you.
Sharing and refining your thoughts. Anything but sitting
at your desk. The GN 9120’s wireless design gives you
the freedom to think on your feet without cutting you
off from your phone.

Multi-tasking made easy
When was the last time you had only one thing do to?
Being successful today starts with multi-tasking. But
because talking on a phone ties your hands, phone calls
limit your ability to get things done. The GN 9120 frees
your hands and your mind, allowing you to accomplish
two or even three things at once.

Mobile conference calls – without the room
Conference calls have become a way of life. The GN
9120’s multi-unit conferencing capability lets up to four
headsets join a call. And because the GN 9120 has a
range of 150 m1, you can hold your conference from
virtually anywhere in the office once you’re connected.
Calls are clearer, private, and completely secure.

Remote call answering/ending
Want to end the mad dash to the desk when the phone
rings? Pairing the GN 1000 RHL remote handset lifter
with the GN 9120 adds a new dimension, allowing
you to answer and end calls remotely when away from
your desk. You can also get a special version of the
GN 9120 that works with your telephone’s built-in
remote answering/ending functionality. No more
running, no more missed calls.

Small wonder – major comfort

Smart power management

The GN 9120 changes the way you work – and the way
you think about headsets. It’s super lightweight and
gives you all-day wearing comfort, and you can switch
between wearing it over the head or on the ear as often
as you like. There are even three different boom options
designed to fit your style.

The evolved GN 9120 isn’t just another pretty headset,
it’s a smart one too. Smart power management means
that the headset draws less battery power when you’re
closer to your base, extending its battery life. And, you
can even choose between standard and low power
modes. If you usually work closer to your desk, the low
power mode will extend the unit’s battery charge. When
fully charged, you’ll enjoy up to a 12-hour talk time with
the GN 9120!

Handsfree benefits

GN 9120 – Freedom and productivity

Your work environment has evolved – and so has the
headset. The wireless GN 9120 headset is the future
of executive telephony. Giving you an incredible 150 m1
of range in the office, up to a 12-hour talk time plus a
host of unique features and benefits, the GN 9120 lets
you get more done.

Midi boom

Micro boom

Flex boom

Noiseﬁltering
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Headset/handset feature
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Headset
Microphone type

Features
Range of up to 150 m

1

Up to 12 hours of talk time
Battery recharging time

Volume control

Conference calls have become a way of life in today’s
business. The GN 9120’s multi-unit conferencing capability lets up to four headsets join in on a call. Enjoy
fully mobile conference calls without the hassle of
crackling speakerphones or meeting room bookings.
Adding the GN 1000 RHL remote handset lifter with the
GN 9120 lets you remotely answer/end calls away from
your desk. A special version of the GN 9120 even works
with special telephone’s built-in remote answering/
ending functionality.
Flexibility, comfort and styling are hallmarks of the
GN 9120, which offers a choice of three different
microphone boom arms and two wearing styles. The
GN 9120 also complies with the toughest acoustic
shock protection standards, eliminating overly-loud
sounds, and is compatible with virtually any telephone.

1 Based on use in standard open office environments.
2 The GN 9120 works with the GN 1000 RHL (accessory) or with certain
telephones that have built-in remote call answer/end functionality.
Contact your GN Netcom representative for details.

Hearing protection
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User replaceable battery

•

•

•

Conference call up to four users

•

•

•
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Remote call answering/ending
Smart power management
Technology
1.8 GHz DECT

•

•

•

Transmission power 0.1-63 mW

•

•

•

2 year warranty

•

•

•

GN Netcom as
Metalbuen 66
DK-2750 Ballerup
Denmark
Tel.: +45 72 11 86 86
Fax: +45 72 11 86 89
info.europe@gnnetcom.com

The GN 9120 helps you keep pace by giving you the freedom to work your way.

www.gnnetcom.com
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• Truly wireless headset for complete freedom and ease
of use
• Full mobility in the office – up to 150 m1 range & up
to a 12-hour talk time
• Sleek design, choice between 3 boom arms & remote
call answering/ending (optional)
• Alluring benefits like telephone conferencing – fully
mobile, hassle-free conference calling

